
Corporate range
Empowering productivity through innovation



Corporate 
solutions 
Power, performance, and productivity.  

The PPDS corporate range empowers your 

team to exceed their potential. Designed 

for fast integration and better connectivity, 

these workforce displays optimise creativity, 

collaboration and efficiency to help you  

achieve your corporate goals. 

Evolving digital transformation

Philips T-Line | Small Multi-Touch Display 

Philips B-Line | Business Display

Philips Q-Line | Versatile Signage Display

Philips C-Line | Interactive Meeting Display

Philips X-Line | Corporate Videowall

Philips L-Line | LED Display Wall
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Benefits 
Collaboration
Smarter collaboration means faster project 
completion and optimal results. The PPDS 
corporate range enables live content  
sharing and contribution from multiple  
team members working on-site or remotely. 
Touch-screen technology, wireless screen 
sharing, whiteboard mode and video 
conferencing are just some of the features  
that will enable your team to work better 
together in any scenario.

GDPR 
All Philips professional displays and Signage 
Solutions are fully GDPR compliant, ensuring 
maximum security for data and usage. 

We do not retain or share any data on the 
displays such as cookies, passwords, or history. 

Productivity 
It’s an ever-evolving world. Ensure your team’s 
productivity is supported with adaptive 
technology that supports Windows, macOS, 
iOS, Chrome OS, Linux and Android devices. 
The PPDS corporate range is designed 
for seamless integration into corporate 
infrastructure, and delivers effortless 
connectivity through wireless and wired 
methods. This means more efficient meetings 
and presentations with instant content sharing 
and zero set-up time. New apps can also be 
added for more functionality and custom 
automation.

Sustainability
Corporate responsibility is now more important 
than ever. The PPDS corporate range are 
energy efficient, ensuring lower running 
costs and less impact on the environment. 
Revolutionary technology also makes the use 
of paper redundant with live collaboration 
features that enable easy sharing, input, and 
huddle sessions that can be accessed by all 
team members on any digital platform.

Management
Take command of your content and fleet of 
displays with CMND. The PPDS corporate 
range provide complete control for system and 
software updates as well as content creation 
and management from a single location. 
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Productivity and efficiency for the entire team

 Organising
Complete your digital transformation and advance your corporate image by 
using tech smarter. The Philips corporate range is not only perfect for content 
and collaboration, but can be integrated into your corporate IT systems for 
company-wide scheduled messaging, way-finding, corporate notifications and 
internal communication.

Philips T-Line

Built for versatility, the T-Line Multi-Touch 
Display is a 5-point touchscreen made for 
corporate environments. Power-over-Ethernet 
enables flexible placement outside of meeting 
rooms and in common areas, as well as 
traditional placement. A built-in camera and 
speakers plus Android OS enable interactive 
applications like booking meeting rooms,  
status updates and flexible communication. 
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Productivity and efficiency for the entire team

 Presenting
Maximise engagement in every meeting and presentation. Chromecast built-in 
makes sharing content wirelessly from any laptop, desktop, tablet or mobile 
seamless, with no extra hardware or set-up time required across all operating 
systems. HDMI Hotplug detection also caters for wired connections, with auto 
switching between connected devices. This means smoother, faster and more 
focused team sessions with zero technical distractions.
 

Philips B-Line

Made for huddle spaces, the Philips B-Line 
delivers seamless connectivity with easy 
content sharing from laptops, desktops, mobiles 
and corporate servers. Crestron Connected® 
certified and compatible with both Extron 
and Neets systems, it provides fast, secure 
and reliable corporate integration that can 
play scheduled content when not in use to 
strengthen internal branding.
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Philips Q-Line

Enabling new concepts in design, the Philips 
Q-Line brings versatility to your corporate 
communications. These professional signage 
displays can be combined to your existing 
corporate system or used to play content 
independently via an integrated media player. 
Powered by Android and available in an 
impressive range of sizes, each display can be 
used for multiple-purposes to showcase both 
programmed and dynamic content through live 
feeds and custom apps.

Productivity and efficiency for the entire team

 Showcasing
Take your vision to new heights by combining versatile signage solutions 
to your fleet of tech. Utilising signage displays throughout your workplace 
helps strengthen your company’s culture with greater messaging presence, 
innovative functionality, and advanced content integration. From wayfinding 
to immersive presentation set-ups, the possibilities are endless.
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Philips C-Line

Perfect for organisations that are starting or 
evolving their digital transformation, the Philips 
C-Line boasts multi-touch technology and a 
whiteboard mode for instant digitisation of 
ideas. Write, draw, move and shape things live 
on screen and share it with the team digitally.Productivity and efficiency for the entire team

 Concepting
Brainstorms, think tanks, conceptual innovation sessions. In every case, there’s 
only one way to achieve your common goal. Creative collaboration. The Philips 
corporate range is engineered to allow for smoother team collaboration that’s 
efficient and flows naturally, ensuring that the focus always remains on the topic 
at hand rather than the technology behind it. 
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Philips X-Line

Designed for impact, the Philips X-Line 
Videowall commands attention with the 
versatility to transform any space into a 
gigantic content display in either portrait or 
landscape mode. Presentations, live feeds, and 
real-time info from multiple sources ensure 
greater flexibility, whilst Pure Colour Pro boosts 
luminance for dynamic content that’s radiant 
and engaging.

Productivity and efficiency for the entire team

 Informing
Create an inspiring work space with a strong brand presence that’s driven by 
innovative thinking. Having the right tech set-up makes team members feel 
proud to come into the office each day, whilst also impressing clients and 
potential candidates. The Philips corporate range delivers on both form and 
function, with industry-leading design that strengthens your content. 
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Productivity and efficiency for the entire team

 Inspiring
Turn each day at the office into an impressive experience. The Philips corporate 
range combines futuristic design with innovative technology to motivate your 
team and visitors. Utilising the versatile range of signage solutions, your space 
can be transformed into an inspiring feast for the eyes with vibrant content 
that reinforces your brand’s pillars. 

Philips L-Line

There’s impressive, then there’s LED impressive. 
The Philips L-Line LED Display Wall takes the 
possibilities beyond any boundary with its 
bezel-free design. Create a truly unique content 
display that defies traditional conformation 
by assembling an intriguing modular pattern 
with zero breaks between screens. Super-fast 
refresh rates, ultra-high brightness and up to 
8k resolution are just the start. 
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PPDS Corporate 
Solutions Configurator

Create a complete AV solution using just 
one powerful tool. The PPDS Corporate 
Solutions Configurator makes it easy 
to design and deploy a tailored display 
setup across your entire business. Simply 
choose your workspaces and select  
your needs to create  
the perfect custom  
solution including  
all hardware and  
software. 

 

Power your tech evolution at:  
ppds.com/corporate-configurator 

T-Line

From shelf advertising 
to wayfinding, this 
ultra-clear Multi-Touch 
Smart Display is ideal 
when space is at 
a premium.

B-Line
Made for huddle spaces, 
the Philips B-Line  
delivers seamless 
connectivity with easy 
content sharing from 
laptops, desktops,  
mobiles and c 
orporate servers.

Comparison

Inspire creativity and boost efficiency by 
combining purpose-made displays and 
signage solutions in your space. 
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C-Line
Collaborate smarter with 
touch-screen technology 
and a host of features  
designed for corporate. 

Q-Line
Strengthen your signage 
experience with optimised 
versatility and connectivity 
in any space.
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L-Line
Create a powerful statement in 
any lobby, boardroom, meetings 
room, office and common area. 

X-Line
Make a perfect impression  
with a versatile videowall 
display designed for  
maximum impact. 
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T-Line B-Line Q-Line C-Line 6051 C-Line 8051 X-Line L-Line L-Line FHD kits L-Line UHD kits

Available sizes 10 inch 50, 58, 65, 70, 75* inch 32*, 43, 50, 55, 65, 75*, 86* inch 55, 65, 75, 86 inch 65, 75, 86 inch 49, 55 inch 27, 44* inch 110, 137, 165 inch 220, 275, 330 inch

Placement Landscape & Portrait Landscape Landscape, Portrait Landscape Landscape Landscape, Portrait 27" Landscape; 44" Portrait* Landscape Landscape

Brightness 300 cd/m² 350; 380* cd/m² 350*; 400 cd/m² 350 cd/m² 350 cd/m²  500; 700 cd/m² 800 nits** 800 nits** 800 nits**

Resolution 1280 x 800 4K UHD FHD*; 4K UHD 4K UHD 4K UHD FHD, tiling 4K Any; depends on pixel pitch FHD UHD

Video IN N/A N/A HDMI, DVI, HDMI, DVI, DP, USB-C HDMI, DVI, DP, USB-C HDMI, DP, DVI, VGA Depends on controller choice 2x3G-SDI, 2xDVI, 2xHDMI
1xDisplayPort 1.2, 1x HDMI 2.0, 

2xDVI dual-link

Video OUT HDMI HDMI N/A HDMI, DP HDMI, DP HDMI, DP Depends on controller choice 1xDVI 4x Optical

Operating System Android 7 Android 9 Android 8 Android 9 Windows 10 Pro N/A N/A N/A N/A

Touch technology PCAP 5 points N/A N/A PCAP 10 points PCAP 10 points N/A N/A N/A N/A

Wireless screen sharing N/A Chromecast built-in Interact Interact IMD Sync N/A N/A N/A N/A

OPS N/A N/A yes* yes N/A yes N/A N/A N/A

Extra features side led bars, PoE N/A N/A N/A N/A Pure Color Pro N/A 1xUSB videplayback Genlock, 1xUSB videplayback

Accessories table stand RS232 to RJ48 cable USB cover stylus pen stylus pen, HDMI dongle N/A
Loop through cables, 

connecting pieces, QSG

Starterkit, Cablekit, 
Edge finish kit, QSG, 

Novastar VX6s Controller

Starterkit, Cablekit, 
Edge finish kit, QSG, 

Novastar MCTRL4K Controller

Crestron connected certified yes yes yes yes yes N/A N/A N/A N/A

View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online

Organising Presenting Showcasing Concepting Concepting Informing Inspiring Inspiring InspiringSpecifications
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T-Line B-Line Q-Line C-Line 6051 C-Line 8051 X-Line L-Line L-Line FHD kits L-Line UHD kits

Available sizes 10 inch 50, 58, 65, 70, 75* inch 32*, 43, 50, 55, 65, 75*, 86* inch 55, 65, 75, 86 inch 65, 75, 86 inch 49, 55 inch 27, 44* inch 110, 137, 165 inch 220, 275, 330 inch

Placement Landscape & Portrait Landscape Landscape, Portrait Landscape Landscape Landscape, Portrait 27" Landscape; 44" Portrait* Landscape Landscape

Brightness 300 cd/m² 350; 380* cd/m² 350*; 400 cd/m² 350 cd/m² 350 cd/m²  500; 700 cd/m² 800 nits** 800 nits** 800 nits**

Resolution 1280 x 800 4K UHD FHD*; 4K UHD 4K UHD 4K UHD FHD, tiling 4K Any; depends on pixel pitch FHD UHD

Video IN N/A N/A HDMI, DVI, HDMI, DVI, DP, USB-C HDMI, DVI, DP, USB-C HDMI, DP, DVI, VGA Depends on controller choice 2x3G-SDI, 2xDVI, 2xHDMI
1xDisplayPort 1.2, 1x HDMI 2.0, 

2xDVI dual-link

Video OUT HDMI HDMI N/A HDMI, DP HDMI, DP HDMI, DP Depends on controller choice 1xDVI 4x Optical

Operating System Android 7 Android 9 Android 8 Android 9 Windows 10 Pro N/A N/A N/A N/A

Touch technology PCAP 5 points N/A N/A PCAP 10 points PCAP 10 points N/A N/A N/A N/A

Wireless screen sharing N/A Chromecast built-in Interact Interact IMD Sync N/A N/A N/A N/A

OPS N/A N/A yes* yes N/A yes N/A N/A N/A

Extra features side led bars, PoE N/A N/A N/A N/A Pure Color Pro N/A 1xUSB videplayback Genlock, 1xUSB videplayback

Accessories table stand RS232 to RJ48 cable USB cover stylus pen stylus pen, HDMI dongle N/A
Loop through cables, 

connecting pieces, QSG

Starterkit, Cablekit, 
Edge finish kit, QSG, 

Novastar VX6s Controller

Starterkit, Cablekit, 
Edge finish kit, QSG, 

Novastar MCTRL4K Controller

Crestron connected certified yes yes yes yes yes N/A N/A N/A N/A

View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online View product online

Organising Presenting Showcasing Concepting Concepting Informing Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring

** after calibration
Wireless screen sharing for LED displays can be done via a 3rd party product i.e. Airtame
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